Abstract
Introduction

38
Visible and near-infrared (vis-NIR) diffuse reflectance spectroscopy has attracted increasing 
51
One way to overcome these negative influences is by adopting effective spectral data 52 preprocessing and advanced data mining techniques when developing calibration models for 53 mobile spectroscopy.
54
Precision agriculture aims at optimizing management of within field variability for sustainable 55 increase in land productivity (Bongiovanni and Lowenberg-Deboer, 2004 ). Variable-rate 56 fertilizer application, which requires reliable soil information at a high spatial resolution, is 57 required to achieve this goal Mouazen and Kuang, 2016) . Successful collected was reported to have influence on model performance (Sudduth and Hummel 1996) .
70
This will be especially evident when predicting variations on a small scale (Brown, 2007) .
71
Combining global and local samples by adding a few local ones to a more general soil library vis-NIR spectral data, where no reports could be found in the literature.
86
As a linear multivariate analysis, PLSR is the most commonly used technique for soil spectral proposed by Vapnik (1998) This is particularly true for modelling of mobile collected vis-NIR soil spectra.
107
The aim of this paper was to compare the predictive performance of the vis-NIR spectroscopy of 108 TN, TC and MC for field samples based on single field, two-field, national and continental 109 scales, using PLSR and two multivariate data-mining techniques, namely, SVM and MARS. The 110 calibrations were made using laboratory and mobile collected soil spectra for predicting within-111 field variation in named soil properties. 
Materials and methods
113
Experimental sites
114
The experimental wok was carried out in two fields in Yorkshire, UK. Hagg field is located at
115
Cawood, north Yorkshire with longitudes of -1.172° and -1.166° W, and latitudes of 53.936° and 116 53.941° N with total area of about 21 ha (Fig. 1) . This field is characterised by fosters cooler 117 6 summer conditions with regular rainfall (average annual 600 mm), and the mean air temperatures 118 range from 1°C to 6°C in winter and from 8°C to 18°C in summer, allowing more consistent 119 crop growth. The field is cultivated with vegetables crops (leeks, cabbage, carrots and onions).
120
The soil type is a slightly acidic sandy loam with impeded drainage to the south and eastern 121 margins of the field. The soil organic matter (SOM) ranges between 0.7 and 1.95% at 0-30 cm 122 depth. Hessleskew field is located in Sancton, north Yorkshire between longitudes -0.590° and -123 0.586° W, and latitudes 53.844° and 53.844° N and with total area of about 12 ha (Fig. 1) . 
Mobile soil measurement and collection of soil samples
129
The mobile measurement system designed and developed by Mouazen (2006) respectively, pulling the sensor at 12 m gap between adjacent transects (Fig. 1) .
148
( Fig. 1 The same pretreatment of soil spectral data was carried out for all soil properties investigated 168 using R packages (prospectr; https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/prospectr). First, noise was 169 removed at both edges of each spectrum and the spectra were cut to 370-1979 nm. Then, the 170 number of wavelengths was reduced by averaging five successive wavelengths. Maximum 
Spectral dataset with different scale
180
The following four different data sets were considered: 
192
Spiking was used to introduce the local variability of the two experimental fields into the 
Development of calibration models
200
The four datasets discussed above were subjected to PLS, MARS and SVM analyses with the 
Results
256
Laboratory measured soil properties and spectral datasets 257
The results of the descriptive statistical analyses for soil parameters are shown in two study field spectra with those of the UND collected can be observed (Fig. 3) 
Performance of calibration models for laboratory prediction
290
The developed calibration models were validated using laboratory scanned spectra of the 291 prediction sets. Tables 2 and 3 (Tables 2 and 3 ).
305
The best results for TC laboratory prediction are achieved using the MARS model based on the 
Performance of calibration models for mobile prediction
328
The mobile collected spectra were used to predict soil TN, TC and MC using the calibration respectively, which is comparable to the results of SVM-SFD (Table 3 ). The best results for 347 SVM are obtained with ECD, which is a similar trend to that in the cross-validation modelling.
348
Generally MARS models provided considerably better performance in mobile prediction than 349 both SVM and PLSR, which performed almost equally. The one exception is when the UND is 350 used, with which both PLSR and SVM performed better than TC.
351
The mobile prediction of MC follows the same trend of the cross-validation, as the best results
352
are obtained with MARS for seven out of eight cases in both fields (Tables 2 and 3 (Fig. 5) , and 1.32 and 2.66 for the Hessleskew field ( Fig.   359 4).
360
In the majority of models, MARS has over-performed SVM and PLSR for the three studied soil 361 properties in mobile prediction, followed, respectively by SVM and PLSR, which is the least 362 performing method. The only exception is for MC, where depending on the dataset, SVM over-363 performed PLSR in three cases out of four.
364
( Generally, after MARS SVM was the best performing method in cross-validation for the three 401 studied soil properties. This was not always the case for laboratory and mobile prediction, where 402 depending on the dataset PLSR overperformed SVM and even MARS (Tables 2 and 3 ). These this to be the case for mobile prediction too.
411
Although the results of PLSR models showed the weakest performance among the three models field, the variation in concentrations of studied soil properties was slightly higher ( 
417
The small prediction datasets used in the current work (37 and 39 for Hessleskew and Hagg with high concentration of a given soil property.
535
The ECD calibrations seem to be the best option for mobile predictions of the studied soil Conforti, M., Buttafuoco, G., Leone, A.P., Aucelli, P.P.C., Robustelli, G., Scarciglia, F., 2013.
579
Studying the relationship between water-induced soil erosion and soil organic matter using
580
Vis-NIR spectroscopy and geomorphological analysis: A case study in southern Italy.
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